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Dear Chairman 

  
Inquiry into the impact of Port of Newcastle sale arrangements on public works expenditure in New South Wales 
 
The Sydney Business Chamber (SBC) welcomes the opportunity to provide a response to the Inquiry on the impact of Port of Newcastle 
sale arrangements on public works expenditure in New South Wales.   
 
SBC is a leading advocate for Sydney as a competitive and liveable global city.  As a division of the NSW Business Chamber, SBC has 
offices in the Sydney and Parramatta CBDs, and represents over 150 leading Sydney corporations.  SBC members include small and 
medium enterprises as well as major domestic and international companies.   
 
Introduction  
 
SBC notes the specific terms of reference of the inquiry, however, feels there is a need to consider broader issues.  Arguably, the most 
pertinent issues are associated with ensuring effective infrastructure investment and the efficient and effective operation of freight 
including the operations of ports in New South Wales.  Importantly these considerations should be based on robust, credible, and 
independent evidence as opposed to selective commercial interests and/or studies commissioned on their behalf.   
 
Further to this, there is a need to provide certainty to existing and potential investors in respect to the decision(s) of the New South 
Wales Government and the processes associated with selecting preferred bidders/operators of Government owned assets.  To this 
point, government should not underestimate the sophistication of the private sector in assessing and negotiating: terms and 
conditions; limitations; opportunities; commercial risks; future demands; developing proposals; or determining the price for the 
expected return on investment.   
 
Attempts to renegotiate commercial terms, in respect to the operations of ports in New South Wales, should also consider the 
following: implications for freight pricing for consumers and business; potential compensation expense for existing investors; revenue 
implications for the NSW Government from changes in intended use; capacity and investment constraints; existing and projected 
demand; interest and efficiency requirements of shipping companies and the stevedore industry. 
 
NSW Economy and priority infrastructure 
New South Wales is Australia's largest state economy, with 33% of the nation's GDP in 2015–16.  The NSW population, which currently 
stands at 7.9 million people, growing at an average of 1.1 per cent over the last 30-years.  More rapid population growth has been 
experienced in recent years 
 
Sydney’s population is expected to grow from 5 million to 6.5 million by the year 2036, and much of this growth is expected to be in 
the areas of western and south west Sydney. 
 
The 2013 Productivity Commission Report, entitled, An Ageing Australia: Preparing for the Future, estimated that governments must 
spend approximately $38 trillion in capital investment between 2013-14 and 2059-60.  While NSW is currently seeing the highest 
levels of infrastructure of all jurisdictions it is unclear, as the Productivity Commission notes, whether this will bridge the infrastructure 
gap.   
 
In view of the projected population growth for Sydney, SBC is particularly focused on ensuring the delivery and investment of 
infrastructure to support the projected economic and population growth of Sydney. 
 
The infrastructure listed specifically in the terms of reference i.e. the WestConnex Gateway project, Port Botany Rail Line duplication, 
intermodal terminals, and rail road connections in southwest and western Sydney, were investment priorities independent of the Port 
of Newcastle sale.  These projects are necessary to meet the demands of a growing NSW economy and population. They will also play 
the critical role of supporting Port Botany, Sydney Airport, and the future Western Sydney Airport.   
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